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Plasmosphere
- is inner magnetosphere above ionosphere,
- located above ionosphere
- consisting of low energy (cold) plasma
Field line resonance (FLR)
- phenomenon of transverse standing magnetohydrodynamic Alfven wave on magnetic field line
- this phenomenon has some similarities to the standing wave in a string of musical instrument,
frequency of oscilation depends on length of field line and density
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Methods of detection the FLR resonant frequency
There are several methods for detection of FLR, but three are most common:
1)

Dual Station, gradient method, Cross-phase method in the H-Component (figure - next slide)
The cross-phase method examines the phase from two latitudinally separated magnetometers in
order determine resonant frequency between them.
The phase difference of the H-component between the two stations is expected to be largest
when the resonance point is located at a point between the two stations.

2)

Dual Station, gradient method, Amplitude-ratio method in the H component (figure - next slide)
The amplitude-ratio method method examines the amplitude from two latitudinally separated
magnetometers in order determine resonant frequency between them.
Resonant frequency is determined on the basis of amplitude ratio A and B. Resonant frequency
is located betwee two extremes, defined in the course of the ratio A / B, which is around the
resonance should have two extremes.

3)

Single Station, H/D Ratio method
We might expect that the D-component would respond to the cross L-shell propagating fast
mode and the H-component to the toroidal mode. That’s why the ratio of H to D at a single
station would show a ridge in the power ratio at the toroidal resonance frequency.
Advantages:
require a single station not a pair station, not timing problems, we can find
resonance at station not resonance between station
Disadvantages: unreliable results, it is not always the case that the FLR has extra
power in the H component, this method is not popular
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